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Inspection Observations
Inspection Process Framework 
 Overview and Observations
 Monthly Meetings
 Evaluating Process and data

Good Examples and Lessons to be Learned



Inspection Framework
Semi-Final and Final Initial and Primary 

Appropriate Staff Attendance 

 Alleviate Multiple Punch lists 

 Timelier Acceptance of Projects
 Established timelines



Inspection Framework
Initial Inspection 
 Completed by Administering Section
 Prior to demobilization or at substantial completion
 Initial Punch List
 Include E&S, ADA, Safety, Bridge Management lists 
 List to Contractor within 7 days
 Itemized for correction, location, financial responsibility





Inspection Framework
Initial Inspection List Annotation



Inspection Framework
Primary Inspection
 Administering Section with Engineering Support, M&O, Traffic, E&S, NPDES, Bridge, PM, Designer, etc.
 Meeting on site to identify items to be on the list, and list reviewed at end of inspection
 Administering Section generates list (7 days internal review, 14 days to contractor)



Inspection Framework
Primary Inspection Report
 Engineering Support generates for Departmental documentation, education, and best practice 

development
 Highlight specifications and details pertaining to items



Inspection Framework
Monthly Inspection Meetings
 Highlight items for discussion from reports issued in the prior month
 Monthly Inspection Report attempt to highlight items by category (Construction, Design, ADA, Bridge, 

E&S, Traffic, etc.)



Inspection Framework
Acceptance
 The Administering Section notifies District Engineer and Maintenance Engineer that ALL Primary 

Punchlist items are addressed 
 Maintenance to verify all items are addressed within 30 calendar days
 Maintenance to accept



Inspection Framework Evaluation
Next Steps
 Evaluate data pertaining to timeframes
 Obtain observational feedback from users
 Collaborate and make any necessary changes
 Update Specifications



Inspection Framework Evaluation
Data Points to be investigated
 # Primary Inspections (Total)
 # Initial Inspections with M&O in Attendance
 # days between initial and punch list to contractor
 # Annotated punch lists submitted with Primary Request
 # days between request and Primary Inspection
 # days Draft Primary punch list for review to inspection team
 # days Primary punch list to contractor
 # days for contractor to resolve punch list items
 # days between notice of primary punch list completion to signed acceptance letter



Initial Observational Feedback
What are the biggest challenges you see with the framework? (CONSTRUCTION RESPONSES) 
 “Getting the walk through for initial inspection (Construction/Maintenance and Contractor) and ADA 

notes to be able to get the primary inspection done.”

 “Still rare that the initial occurs before substantial completion/demobilization, how can we catch 
everything on the initial list if not all the work is complete?” 

 “Timeframe for getting the initial list out (7 calendar days) is hard to meet because the initial lists are 
longer.”  

 “Not getting everyone’s items in advance of the Primary for those who can’t make it.”  

 “Terminology does not match Section 105.16 of the 2020 Standard Specifications, this framework should 
meet our contractual obligations.”  



Initial Observational Feedback
What are the biggest challenges you see with the framework? (MAINT., DCA, ENG SUPPORT)
 “The long wait times for the walks because of staffing or scheduling conflicts throughout the district….has 

gotten better.”

 “Getting the inspections done timely and including all parties – preferably before the contractor demobes.”



Initial Observational Feedback
What works well under this framework?  (CONSTRUCTION)
 “The documentation of this specific framework and timeframes helps to improve consistency and 

expectations of involved parties.”

 “The acceptance process seems to be working a lot faster. I like annotating the list with a date the item was 
addressed. Also scheduling the Primary doesn’t seem to take as long as it use to. It used to be months before 
we could get a final inspection on date on the calendar. “



Initial Observational Feedback
What works well under this framework?  (MAINTENANCE, DCA, ENG SUPPORT)
 “The ability to discuss different issues that come up in the field during the walk through inspections; item 

and situations that’s not really on the approved plan set that was either overlooked through design or 
planning that was required or in some cases not.”

 “When the timing is early and all parties represented, it is much more efficient.”

 “It helps hold people accountable and keeps everyone on the same page. It’s easier for others to follow-up and 
check things off in theory if people are being honest about what’s completed on the lists.”



Initial Observational Feedback
What parts of the framework need improvement?  (CONSTRUCTION)
 “There are still going to be things that all those sections find at the primary that we didn’t find at the 
initial. I think more sections need to be made to attend the initial. Also most people never write back to the 
draft primary list. Maybe add language that they have 3 days to review the draft and after 3 days they lose 
their right to any further comments.”

“Addition of the Designer/EOR at the initial inspection. I performed several initial inspections this past year 
and it was evident that the presence of the Designer/EOR would have streamlined addressing identified 
issues. One example was when significant stream erosion was observed during the initial inspection which 
resulted in a separate field meeting with the EOR to discuss acceptable solutions. Ultimately, a plan revision 
had to be issued.” 

“Because comments regarding deficiencies in E&S and Safety are expected during the initial inspection 
punch list, it might be beneficial to include E&S and Traffic as attending sections during the initial 
inspection.”
“Include the time the Contractor has to correct the initial punch list as outlined in Section 105.16.2.b.”



Initial Observational Feedback
What parts of the framework need improvement? (MAINTENANCE, DCA, ENG SUPPORT)
 “Decrease timeframes (i.e. get official punch list from initial inspection back faster).  Schedule primary as soon 

as possible.”

 “Make it mandatory for ADA inspection to occur before Initial Inspection while crews are still at jobsite.”



Initial Observational Feedback
General comments on the framework?  (CONSTRUCTION)

“I like the new framework. But I would request we go back to the naming convention of Semi-Final 
and Final it is more standard.”

“Overall, I like the new process a lot. I’m thankful for it because it provides consistency among all of 
DelDOT.”



Initial Observational Feedback
General comments on the framework?  (MAINTENANCE, DCA, ENG SUPPORT)

 ”At Acceptance, Construction has been providing the date punch list work (ADA & Inspection) was 
completed but also providing pictures of the repairs. This has been a huge help to allow M&O to sign 
off right away because we don’t need to send one our inspectors out to review the punch list 
work. Just because there is a date of remedial work doesn’t mean it was actually done. We’ve found 
many inspectors just slap dates on repairs but the repairs have not been done once they come to our 
desk for acceptance.”

“New system works.”

“The one aspect I believe should be re-considered is the terminology. The Initial and Primary 
terminology is noted as intentional due to the new process. I don’t see this as new process rather than 
a detailed clarification of how we should be conducting inspections.”



Primary Inspections 
Engineering Support generates Primary Inspection Report
 Departmental documentation
 Education
 Best practice/process development
 Detail/Specification evaluation

Findings are based on the finished product
 Ask questions to start a dialog.  
 We can only see what is on top.
 Assist the Administering Section in making sure we get the product specified in contract documents



Pavement



Pavement
Open Joints
 Water intrusion
 Butt Joints require sealing



Pavement
Open Joints
 Water intrusion
 Sealing around patches for curbing, drainage 

inlets, manholes, utilities, etc. 



Pavement
1/4” Pavement Tolerance



Pavement
Pop outs
 Fix to prevent water intrusion 
 Prevent premature deterioration

Tackifier coverage



Pavement
Utility lids/manholes covered with material



Pavement
Rumble strips
 Did they exist prior to project?  
 Design – scope existing conditions, verify no change at PSE

Raised Pavement Markers (RPMs)
 Included in contract bid items? 
 Lens colors/orientation



Signs
Breakaway sleeves

Breakaway height 1”-4”

90 degree bolt installation

Pin double sign blades



Vegetative Stabilization/Grading



Vegetative Stabilization/Grading
Backfill any settlement, rills, washouts, voids

Adequate vegetation coverage



Vegetative Stabilization/Grading
Blanket/mulch must be identified on the Approved Product List for use. 

Photodegradable products are not acceptable. 



Vegetative Stabilization/Grading
Structure height shall not exceed 4” above grade (lighting base, sign base, etc.)

Utility Valves, junction wells, etc. to be flush with grade



Vegetative Stabilization/Grading
Key in/secure geotextile (riprap)



Vegetative Stabilization/Grading
Remove any sediment/vegetation buildup that impedes flow



Pipes
Recommended lift holes in structures be parged

Recommended exposed rebar parged or epoxy

Safety grates and locks



Drainage Inlets
Pipes are to be mortared and flush with the wall 



Drainage Inlets
Steps installed when required
 First step located 24” max from grate top
 Top slab or 4 feet in depth from top of grate to invert of 

lowest pipe



Drainage Inlets
Flow channel installation



Drainage Inlets
Formwork/foam to be removed

Parging for “honey combing”, around pipe entry, frame adjustments

Grate types



Drainage Inlets
Grate orientation



PCC Curb, Sidewalk, Islands



PCC Curbs
Gutter Flow/Drainage (Design)
 Gutter to better manage and direct flows
 Verify outfall within project scoping, check for highpoints just beyond tie-in location
 Does typical section (adjacent grading) prevent roadway from draining?  
 “Maintain/Ensure Positive Drainage” vs. “Match Existing Pavement or Curb Elevations”
 Entrance or driveways may require additional consideration/information to maintain gutter 

flow/conveyance
 Pedestrian connections and drainage structures



Sidewalk/Curb
Cut joints where spacing exceeds maximum

Provide 2’ @ 6:1 slope adjacent to Sidewalk/SUP
 Consider specifying 6:1 slope on typical sections when 

R/W permits



PCC Islands
Depress Median/Channelizing Island leading edges/noses
 No signs within this 10’ taper

Tubular Markers on channelizing islands



Bridge
Bridge Painting



Guardrail
Tighten all hardware (bolts, swaged cable, offset blocks)

Bearing plate orientation and secured



Guardrail
End Treatment Grading
 Ensure adequate R/W
 How does this affect proposed drainage? 
 10:1 slope per the detail



Guardrail 
Delineator Panel



Guardrail 
Offset/Clearance distance from back of post

Curb Opening Considerations 
 Leave Outs
 Guardrail with omitted post
 Layout based on guardrail spacing (Type 1-31 = 6’3”)



Guardrail 
Pavement overlay and Guardrail Height



Pavement Markings



Pavement Marking Considerations
Consider proposed improvement impacts on existing striping



Pavement Marking Removal
Asphalt Sealer or black paint over striping removal



Traffic Equipment
Electric Service Pedestals



ADA/Pedestrian/Bicycle  
Vertical Differences



ADA/Pedestrian/Bicycle  
Consideration for accessibility/turning 
space



ADA/Pedestrian/Bicycle 
Protrusions and Vertical Clearance
 Vegetation
 Guy Wires
 Utilities
 Signs



ADA/Pedestrian/Bicycle 
DWS Placement
 DWS shall extend the full width of curb ramp and fully depressed curb. 



ADA/Pedestrian/Bicycle 
DWS Placement
 Consideration with parallel on-road bicycle facility/bike lane
 Directional Tactile Surface indicator (DTSI) – DGM 1-28
 Located on approach/exit of the bike ramp 
 Run parallel to the pedestrian route of travel to identify to the pedestrian the continued direction of travel



Thank you!  
John Caruano

DelDOT Support Engineer

302-760-2747

john.caruano@delaware.gov
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